Neuronal sensitivity to GABA and glutamate in generalized epilepsy with spike and wave discharges.
In awake but painlessly immobilized cats the extracellular activity of the same cortical neurons was recorded before and for 2 to 5 h after the injection of penicillin G (350,000 IU/kg, i.m.) during the development of generalized epilepsy with bilaterally synchronous spike and wave discharges. Possible changes in their sensitivity to microiontophoretically applied glutamate and GABA during this period were searched for using computer-generated periejection histograms at intervals of about 30 min. In contrast to reported studies in other models of epilepsy, glutamate excited and GABA depressed virtually all neurons tested during fully developed spike and wave epilepsy. Spike height was not apparently affected either by the amino acids or by the development of epilepsy. Comparison of relative thresholds for the above effects on rhythmical neuronal activity associated with spike and wave discharge versus effects on random neuronal activity during the interburst periods, supported the idea that spikes and waves result from strong excitatory and inhibitory synaptic drives of the neurons. In all neurons until the appearance of spike and wave discharges, changes in the effect of amino acids, if observed, were small and statistically nonsignificant. This suggests that the hyperexcitability of cortical neurons which reportedly leads to the appearance of spike and wave discharges depends on mechanisms other than an increase in sensitivity to glutamate or a desensitization to GABA. Sometimes the sensitivity to GABA decreased later in this experimental model when the very frequent appearance of spike and wave discharges eventually led to EEG tonic-clonic seizures.